Student N brings a ‘Living Thing’ newspaper article for Speaking and Listening ‘Rammimg’ Home the Point’

So now Godwin (he owns the ram) is living under the Flinders St Bridge in Melbourne because his local council wouldn’t let him keep the ram and Godwin wouldn’t say goodbye to him.

Ram what is it?
“A male sheep with horns”

What do you think ramming means?
“The sheep butts someone”

Why has the newspaper used the word ramming?

Q?? What is similar/different between these two stories?

Do you remember we talked about a ewe some time ago? What sorts of words are ewe and you?

Ram what is it?

“A male sheep with horns”

What do you think ramming means?

“The sheep butts someone”

Why has the newspaper used the word ramming?

Q?? This is a news event about a living thing endangering the lives of humans? What other news event does this seem similar too?

J, Audrey, C, Priya

He was worried it would be killed

He was protecting other people from being rammed by keeping it with him.

Alexander

Godwin was thinking about the RAM because:

He is now living under the bridge so that he can keep the ram and look after it.

Charlotte

The ram should have been in a more appropriate environment.

The ram should have gone to the RSPCA where they train animals to behave better.

Lucas

Godwin was thinking about HIMSELF because:

It could have hurt other people.

He was selfish.

Clarissa

The ram should have been in a more appropriate environment.

He was selfish.

J, Audrey, C, Priya

He was worried it would be killed

He was protecting other people from being rammed by keeping it with him.

Alexander

Godwin was thinking about the RAM because:

He is now living under the bridge so that he can keep the ram and look after it.

J, Audrey, C, Priya

He was worried it would be killed

He was protecting other people from being rammed by keeping it with him.

Alexander

Godwin was thinking about HIMSELF because:

It could have hurt other people.

He was selfish.

Clarissa

The ram should have been in a more appropriate environment.

Charlotte

The ram should have gone to the RSPCA where they train animals to behave better.

Lucas

Godwin was thinking about the RAM because:

He is now living under the bridge so that he can keep the ram and look after it.

J, Audrey, C, Priya

He was worried it would be killed

He was protecting other people from being rammed by keeping it with him.

Alexander

Godwin was thinking about HIMSELF because:

It could have hurt other people.

He was selfish.

Clarissa

The ram should have been in a more appropriate environment.

Charlotte

The ram should have gone to the RSPCA where they train animals to behave better.

Lucas